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Mailroom Dynamics Services, LLC (MRD) was established in 1994 servicing mail
processing equipment which supported the State of California and the private sector.
We are in constant pursuit of the challenge of constructing the best fit products for our
customer’s application.
For many years we have remanufactured/rebuilt swing arm inserters learning the
equipment down to its nuts and bolts. We have improved parts beyond the manufacturer’s
specifications.
MRD is proud to have serviced the first generation AutoSET inserter made by MB
(Mathias Bauerle) in Germany. For many years, we have worked closely with MB providing
equipment upgrades as well as marketing their products. Currently, we are the only
active MB dealer in the USA for the AutoSETs.
Testimonials from our customers regarding the AutoSET inserters show that it is the
most efficient and productive high-speed statement processing inserter on the market.
Customers that place orders tend to acquire multiples of them. They are also the most
economical inserter to service since some customers maintain them in house.
As a company, we strive to include the best fit equipment for our customers. This
ultimately challenged our company to create our own feeder/folder, the MRD438.
The MRD438 is designed, developed, and manufactured in our facility. With countless
hours of work, we have successfully developed an interface and software including the
MRD Camera System and the MRD Verification System to interface to the customer’s
database.
“Mentor our success to our customers.” While most product vendors and manufacturers
lock their customers with expensive service contracts, we consistently provide effective
service for our clients. We challenge our customers to be self-sufficient while promoting
the concept of “in-house” or “self-service maintenance” on AutoSET and MRD products.
We offer hybrid service where we offer only major service and help manage the customer’s
parts inventory. Customers can invest in our equipment knowing that our experience
is reliable, consumers are satisfied, and our equipment is effective and economically
designed to boost efficiency and success.
For more information contact Ranier Sadang, President of Mailroom Dynamics, at
Rsadang@mailroomdynamics.com or 916.730.7887.

Mobile: 916.730.7887
Office: 916.682.3037
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http://www.mailroomdynamics.com/
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Rsadang@mailroomdynamics.com
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